The effect of A-site incorporated Ba 2+ and Bi 3+ on the pressure-driven structural transformations in Pb-based perovskite-type relaxor ferroelectrics has been studied with in situ x-ray diffraction and 2+ for Pb 2+ represents the case in which A-site divalent cations with stereochemically active lone-pair electrons are replaced by isovalent cations with a larger ionic radius and no active lone pairs, leading to formation of strong local elastic fields. In contrast, substitution of Bi 3+ for Pb 2+ involves the replacement of divalent A-site cations with active lone-pair electrons by aliovalent cations with nearly the same ionic radius and active lone pairs so it induces local electric fields but not strong elastic fields. The two types of dopants have rather distinct effects on the changes in the atomic structure under pressure. The embedding of Ba 2+ and associated elastic fields hinders the development of pressure-induced ferroic ordering and thus smears out the phase transition. The addition of Bi 3+ enlarges the fraction of spatial regions with a pressure-induced ferroic distortion, resulting in a more pronounced phase transition of the average structure, i.e., the preserved lone-pair order and the absence of strong local elastic fields enhances the development of the ferroic phase at high pressure. For all compounds studied, the high-pressure structure exhibits glide-plane pseudosymmetry associated with a specific octahedral tilt configuration.
The effect of A-site incorporated Ba 2+ and Bi 3+ on the pressure-driven structural transformations in Pb-based perovskite-type relaxor ferroelectrics has been studied with in situ x-ray diffraction and Raman scattering of PbSc 0. 5 3 in the range from ambient pressure to 9.8 GPa. The substitution of Ba 2+ for Pb 2+ represents the case in which A-site divalent cations with stereochemically active lone-pair electrons are replaced by isovalent cations with a larger ionic radius and no active lone pairs, leading to formation of strong local elastic fields. In contrast, substitution of Bi 3+ for Pb 2+ involves the replacement of divalent A-site cations with active lone-pair electrons by aliovalent cations with nearly the same ionic radius and active lone pairs so it induces local electric fields but not strong elastic fields. The two types of dopants have rather distinct effects on the changes in the atomic structure under pressure. The embedding of Ba 2+ and associated elastic fields hinders the development of pressure-induced ferroic ordering and thus smears out the phase transition. The addition of Bi 3+ enlarges the fraction of spatial regions with a pressure-induced ferroic distortion, resulting in a more pronounced phase transition of the average structure, i.e., the preserved lone-pair order and the absence of strong local elastic fields enhances the development of the ferroic phase at high pressure. For all compounds studied, the high-pressure structure exhibits glide-plane pseudosymmetry associated with a specific octahedral tilt configuration. 
I. INTRODUCTION
Relaxor ferroelectrics are materials with outstanding dielectric, electroelastic, and electro-optic properties related to their complex nanoscale structure. 1, 2 Due to their superior performance, relaxors and related materials are of great technological importance, including memory devices. 3 Relaxors exhibit a broad frequency-dependent peak of the dielectric permittivity as a function of temperature, which is related to the complexity of their structure. 1, 4 The characterization of the structural peculiarities of relaxors has been challenging the material science community since their first synthesis and although they have been a subject of extensive studies over the past decade, the structure-property relationship is still a matter of debate.
1,2,4,5 Thus further structural analyses on model compounds are required to identify the specific atomic arrangements in relaxors.
The relaxor structural state consists of nanometer-sized polar regions ͑PNRs͒ dispersed in a paraelectric matrix. 6 PNRs occur at temperatures well above the temperature of the dielectric permittivity maximum T m and for canonical relaxors, no development of PNRs into normal ferroelectric domains takes place below T m . 1, 2 Above and near T m , PNRs are dynamic in nature on the 10 −4 -10 −5 s time scale while at low temperatures, the dynamics of PNRs dramatically slows down. 7 It is widely believed that the presence of inhomogeneities in chemistry and/or the state of cation order are the reason for the suppression of long-range ferroelectric order. 8, 9 In particular, for perovskite-type compounds with the general formula A͑BЈ , BЉ͒O 3 , the relaxor features are usually considered in the context of chemical 1:1 B-site order ͑CBO͒: alternating BЈ and BЉ sites along the cubic ͗100͘ directions. Relaxor behavior is observed for materials, which on the long-range scale, have partial or complete disorder on the B site. However, A-site chemical disorder, including isovalent substitution, also enhances relaxor properties. 10, 11 This indicates that the mechanism by which chemical variations induces relaxor behavior is not clear; either local charge imbalance or local elastic strains resulting from substitution disorder may be responsible. It is the aim of the work reported in this paper to resolve this issue for the case of A-site chemical disorder.
Complementary high-pressure ͑HP͒ structural analyses, in addition to temperature-dependent studies, are of particular importance in the field of relaxors because the mechanical load can slow down dynamic structural fluctuations and thus can better reveal energetically preferred noncubic atomic clusters that may be present at ambient conditions but which are not enhanced upon cooling. The coexistence of such noncubic species along with the polar clusters that evolve with lower temperatures might also be responsible for the unique relaxor properties. Based on the results from dielectric experiments up to 2.0 GPa showing a crossover from a normalto relaxor-ferroelectric state, 12 it was suggested that pressure gradually decreases the correlation length between PNRs and, hence, at higher pressures the relaxor system should be driven to a pure paraelectric cubic state. That would explain the suppression of the x-ray diffuse scattering arising from the PNRs at high pressures [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] but it is inconsistent with HP Raman scattering which clearly indicates noncubic symmetries. [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] 20 This suggests that the smearing is due to the local structural distortions and associated local elastic fields in the vicinity of the Ba 2+ ions. Further, stoichiometric, Ba-and Bi-doped PbSc 0.5 Nb 0.5 O 3 ͑PSN͒ crystals exhibit distinctive temperature-driven transformation processes, which essentially depend on the lonepair orientation order in the perovskite A-site sublattice. 21 The replacement of Pb 2+ ions having stereochemically active lone-pair electrons ͑LPEs͒ by isovalent cations with an isotropic outermost electron shell ͑Ba 2+ ͒ suppresses the development of temperature-induced long-range ferroelectric order whereas the replacement of Pb 2+ by aliovalent cations with LPEs ͑Bi 3+ ͒ enlarges the fraction of ferroelectric domains at low temperatures. These results from in situ temperature-dependent experiments suggest that chemically induced local elastic strains play a more important role than local change imbalance in the formation of the relaxor state, although the charge imbalance is commonly considered as the necessary prerequisite for the suppression of ferroelectric long-range order upon cooling. The aim of this paper is to further analyze the factors governing the suppression of ferroic long-range order in relaxors by determining the effect of A-site substitution on the pressure-driven structural transformations. For this purpose, we performed in situ highpressure XRD and Raman-scattering measurements on same single crystals of stoichiometric, Ba-and Bi-doped PSN that have been previously studied under varying temperature. 21 In this paper, we will provide evidence that local elastic strain fields associated with substitutional disorder play a dominant role in the development of the high-pressure structural state of these materials, a result consistent with the previous observation that local elastic strains dominate the lowtemperature behavior of these same materials.
II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Optically and chemically homogeneous, cubic-shaped single crystals of PSN, Pb 0.93 Ba 0.07 Sc 0.5 Nb 0.5 O 3 ͑PSN-Ba͒, and Pb 0.98 Bi 0.02 Sc 0.51 Nb 0.49 O 3 ͑PSN-Bi͒ were synthesized by the high-temperature solution growth method. 21 The chemical composition was determined by electron microprobe analysis ͑Camebax microbeam SEM system͒, averaging over 100 spatial points.
Transmission electron microscopy ͑TEM͒ was applied to probe the size and abundance of chemically 1:1 B-site ordered nanoregions. Single-crystal ͕110͖ oriented cuts with a thickness of 100 m were prepared for TEM experiments. The slices were polished down to approximately 10 m thickness and glued on a molybdenum grid. Mounted samples were then Ar + ion milled. The specimens were slightly carbon coated to prevent charging under the incident electron beam. TEM experiments were carried out on a Philips CM20 supertwin microscope operating at 200 kV. The studies comprised selected area electron diffraction ͑SAED͒ combined with high-resolution ͑HR͒ TEM imaging.
HP experiments were performed on samples of an approximate size 100ϫ 100ϫ 50 m 3 . In-house single-crystal HP XRD experiments on PSN, PSN-Ba, and PSN-Bi were conducted using diamond-anvil cells ͑DACs͒ of the ETH ͑Ref. 22͒ type. Quartz was used as an internal standard to determine pressures with a precision of 0.01 GPa, using the equation of state of quartz. 23 Unit-cell parameters were determined by the method of eight-position diffracted beam centering 24 with full profile fitting and subsequent leastsquares fit on a Huber four-circle diffractometer. 25 Equations of state ͑EoSs͒ were fitted to the p-V data sets using the program EOSFIT. 25 Synchrotron single-crystal XRD experiments on PSN, PSN-Ba, and PSN-Bi were conducted at the F1 beamline of HASYLAB/DESY with a radiation wavelength = 0.5000 Å. Data were collected with a MarCCD 165 detector at a sample-to-detector distance of 80 mm, a stepwidth of 0.5°per frame and an exposure time of 120 s. The HP experiments were performed using DACs of ETH ͑Ref. 22͒ and Boehler-Almax 26 design. The ruby-line luminescence method was used to determine pressure. 27 The collected data images were evaluated with the Oxford Diffraction software CRYSALIS. A mixture of methanol and ethanol in the ratio of 4:1 was used as a pressure medium in both types of XRD experiments to preserve hydrostatic conditions up to 9.8 GPa. 28 The HP Raman experiments were performed with a gasmembrane-driven easyLab Diacell® ScopeDAC-RT͑G͒, using a methanol-ethanol-water mixture in the ratio 16:3:1 as a pressure-transmitting medium, which ensured hydrostatic conditions in the pressure range up to 10.5 GPa. 28 The pressure was determined by the ruby-line luminescence method. Raman spectra were measured with a Horiba Jobin-Yvon T64000 triple-grating spectrometer, using the Ar + laser line with = 514.5 nm. Data were collected in backscattering geometry with an Olympus microscope and a 50ϫ longworking distance objective. All spectra were corrected for the Bose-Einstein occupational factor and smoothed by the adjacent averaging method with a coefficient 3. The latter procedure did not affect the full widths at half maximum ͑FWHMs͒ of the measured Raman peaks. The peak positions, FWHMs and the integrated intensities were determined by fitting the spectrum profiles with Lorentzian functions. The repeatability of spectral features was verified by measuring several samples of each compound.
Measurements on decompression confirmed the reversibility of the pressure-induced structural changes observed by XRD and Raman scattering.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The pressure-induced evolution of the pseudocubic unitcell volume of PSN, PSN-Ba, and PSN-Bi determined from in-house XRD experiments is shown in Fig. 1͑a͒ . All three compounds exhibit a change in the compressibility and consequently in the bulk modulus ͓see Fig. 1͑b͔͒ . Within the experimental accuracy of Ϯ10 −4 Å 3 , no detectable discontinuity in the unit-cell volume was observed, which indicates that the pressure-induced phase transition is effectively thermodynamically contenuous.
The critical pressures and the character of the phase transitions are better revealed by the f-F plots ͓Fig. 1͑c͔͒, in which the normalized pressure F = p / ͓3f͑1+2f͒ 5/2 ͔ is plotted against the Eulerian finite strain f = ͓͑V 0 / V͒ 2/3 −1͔ / 2. The f-F plots of all three compounds clearly show elastic softening of both the low-and the high-pressure phase, as they approach the phase-transition point. For pure PSN, the critical pressure is near 4.1 GPa whereas the A-site doped compounds undergo a phase transition at slightly lower pressures, near 4.0 GPa for PSN-Ba and 3.4 for PSN-Bi. However, in the case of Ba-doped PSN, the elastic softening is less pronounced, especially for the low-pressure phase and the F͑f͒ minimum appears to be smeared out over a pressure range 3.5-4.3 GPa, rather than being sharp and well defined at a certain pressure point as for pure and Bi-doped PSN. The same behavior has been observed for Ba-doped PST, 20 which shows an even broader plateaulike minimum of F͑f͒ due to the higher Ba content. Thus the specific shape of the F͑f͒ dependence indicates a diffuse pressure-induced phase transition, which is related to the Ba-induced disturbance of coherent off-centered Pb 2+ cations. This is also evident in the negligibly small change in the bulk modulus of PSN-Ba near the phase transition ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒. In contrast to Ba 2+ , the incorporation of Bi 3+ does not smear out the phase transition. The pressure-induced phase transition in PSN-Bi is even more pronounced than that in pure PSN, both with respect to the slope of K͑p͒ below p c as well as the difference between the low-and high-pressure value of K at the transition point ⌬K͑p c ͒ ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒. Considering the structural complexity of relaxors at ambient conditions, namely, PNRs inside a paraelectric matrix, one can assume that the high-pressure structure comprises ferroic nanodomains distributed within a nonferroic matrix. Hence, the values of ⌬K͑p c ͒ and dK / dp suggest that the fraction of spatial regions undergoing a phase transition is largest for PSN-Bi, smaller for PSN, and smallest for PSN-Ba.
At pressures above the phase transition, the diffraction peaks with h, k, l, all even indexed on the Fm3m unit cell broaden ͑Fig. 2͒. This broadening corresponds to diffraction peak splitting caused by symmetry lowering, 17,29 which cannot be experimentally resolved due to the rather small symmetry-breaking strains. For PST, the broadening is detectable immediately above the critical pressure 17 whereas in the case of pure and doped PSN, the broadening appears at a pressure higher than the transition pressure, most probably due to the smaller fraction of ferroic domains which have therefore less impact on the pseudocubic diffraction peaks. The characteristic pressure at which the FWHMs start increasing can be roughly estimated to 5.0 GPa, 6.0 GPa, and 4.5 GPa for PSN, PSN-Ba and PSN-Bi, respectively. Therefore, the fraction of pressure-induced ferroic domains is larger in PSN-Bi and smaller in PSN-Ba.
Further we compared the HP Raman spectra of PSN-Ba and PSN-Bi ͑see Fig. 3͒ with the spectra of pure PSN. 19 A detailed assignment of the observed spectral features is given elsewhere. 20 Due to the relatively low content of Ba and Bi, we have used the same number of replicas for analyzing the spectra of doped PSN as for pure PSN. As can be seen in Fig.  3 , Ba-and Bi-doped PSN exhibit the pressure-induced spectral changes which are typical of all Pb-based relaxors studied so far: [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] ͑i͒ weakening of the Raman signal near 150 cm −1 due to the decoupling of off-center Pb and B cations in polar nanoregions, which is a precursor for a phase transition, ͑ii͒ a strong suppression of the peak near 260 cm −1 reflecting the reduction in off-centered B-cation displacements, and ͑iii͒ an enhancement of the Raman scattering near 350 cm −1 indicating an enlarged coherence length of correlated Pb-O ferroic species. 17 For PSN-Bi, an additional Raman signal near 35 cm −1 is observed above 3.1 GPa, associated with a soft mode near the phase transition. Such a soft mode was clearly observed for PST ͑Ref. 17͒ but could not be resolved for pure PSN. 19 This indicates that in PSN-Bi, the fraction of ferroic domains developed at HP is larger than the ferroic domain fraction in PSN, which is in full agreement with the XRD data. A soft mode could not be resolved for PSN-Ba but the kink in the pressure evolution of the wave number and the maximum of FWHM of the Pb-localized mode near 50 cm −1 ͑see the inset on left in GPa. In the case of pure PSN, the ͑p͒ dependence has a pronounced minimum, 19 which reveals a stronger softening of the structure when approaching the phase transition for PSN as compared to PSN-Ba, which is also in accordance with the volume compressibility data.
The pressure evolution of the Raman scattering near 350 cm −1 , originating from Pb-O bond-stretching modes in ferroic regions, also underlines the different effects of Ba and Bi on the pressure-induced structural transformations in PSN ͑see Fig. 4͒ . PSN-Ba shows a gradual increase in intensity with pressure, without any peculiarity whereas for PSN-Bi, the intensity variation exhibits an inflection near p c = 3.4 GPa, thus better revealing the occurrence of a phase transition. Apparently, the dilution of Pb 2+ with Ba 2+ disturbs the ordering processes in the A-O system and thus smears out the phase transition while the substitution of Bi 3+ for Pb 2+ favors the ferroic atomic clustering in the A-O system, regardless of the charge imbalance that has been introduced by A-site doping. However, Ba and Bi have similar effect on the Raman scattering near 260 cm −1 that originates from offcentered B cations ͑see Fig. 5͒ . Pure PSN is characterized by a considerable, abrupt decrease in the intensity of this mode near p c = 4.1 GPa, as well as a well pronounced maximum of FWHM vs pressure and a minimum of ͑p͒. These spectral features indicate a decrease in the off-centered displacements of B cations near the phase transition. Further spectral changes reveal that near 6 GPa, the system reaches a saturation of suppressed B-cation off-centered shifts. 19 Similarly to PSN, PSN-Ba, and PSN-Bi have a minimum of ͑p͒ near 4 GPa which however is considerably broader for the two doped compounds. In addition, up to ϳ3.5 GPa, the peak width increases and then remains nearly constant, without showing a maximum. At the same time, the intensity gradually decreases at pressures above 3.5 GPa, without reaching a saturation; this is especially pronounced for PSN-Bi. The trends in the FWHMs and integrated intensities indicate that both Ba 2+ and Bi 3+ impede the movement of B cations toward the octahedral centers. In the case of PSN-Ba, this is most probably due to the local elastic fields in the vicinity of Ba 2+ cations on the A site while in the case of PSN-Bi, the effect should be related to local electric fields associated with Bi 3+ on the A site. Hence, Raman spectroscopic data show that Ba 2+ and Bi
3+
have a different impact on the phonons in the lowest-energy range that are dominated by Pb vibrations and on the O-localized mode near 350 cm −1 related to Pb-O bond stretching. However, they have quite similar effects on the B-localized mode near 260 cm −1 . Thus, the combined analysis of the pressure dependence of the unit-cell volume and Raman scattering of pure, Ba-and Bi-doped PSN shows that the high-pressure state comprises ferroically ordered A-O structural species and does not involve ferroic arrangements of the B cations.
To gain more insight into the high-pressure state, we have also conducted synchrotron single-crystal XRD. Figure 6 shows reciprocal space layers reconstructed from the raw diffraction images of PSN at three representative pressure values. The ͑hkl͒ layers, with l =2n ͑in Fm3m͒ show the pressure evolution of the x-ray diffuse scattering originating from polar nanoclusters. 30, 31 For all Pb-based perovskite-type relaxors studied up to now, the diffuse x-ray scattering is along the ͗110͘ ‫ء‬ directions of the reciprocal space and is strongly suppressed at HP. 13, [15] [16] [17] As can be seen in Figs. 6-8, this is also typical of PSN, PSN-Ba, and PSN-Bi, respectively. The weakening of the x-ray diffuse scattering at HP indicates that the polar nanoregions comprising offcentered Pb and B-cation displacements present at ambient pressure 30, 32 are altered by pressure. The x-ray scattering data alone do not distinguish whether such a process of transformation occurs by the development of long-range ordering of cation displacements and/or by the suppression of the magnitudes of the displacements. The Raman-scattering data clearly show that pressure leads to a decrease in the off-centered displacements of the B cations above the transition. Recent structural refinements of HP XRD and neutrondiffraction data on pure and Ba-doped PST indicate that the magnitude of Pb off-centered displacements is also reduced by pressure above the transition. 29 It therefore appears that a decrease in the intensity of the diffuse scattering indicates both the development of longer-range ferroic order of the cation displacements, followed by a decrease in the magnitude of those displacements with further pressure increase. For all three PSN compounds, the x-ray diffuse scattering significantly decreases in intensity above the corresponding critical pressure ͑Figs. 6-8͒, indicating that the transitions are also related to the development of pressure-induced ferroic order.
For all three compounds, pressure-induced diffraction peaks in the ͑hk1͒ layers are observed above p c and their intensity increases with pressure ͑see Fig. 6-8͒ . At ambient pressure, the presence of Bragg reflections with h, k, l, all odd, is indicative of chemically 1:1 B-site long-range ordered regions. 33, 34 For all three compounds studied, no odd-oddodd diffraction peaks are observed in the DAC at low pressures. Using the same beamline to conduct synchrotron single-crystal XRD in air ͑not in a DAC͒, long-range CBO was detected for PSN via weak reflections in the ͑hk1͒ layer but not in PSN-Ba and PSN-Bi. 21 The absence of the weak odd-odd-odd reflections for PSN measured in the DAC is due to attenuation of the beam by the diamond anvils and is indicative of a very low degree of long-range CBO in PSN, comparable with that in Ba-and Bi-doped PSN. To verify the abundance and the size of CBO regions we have additionally performed TEM experiments ͑see Fig. 9͒ . The SAED patterns of all three compounds reveal a low degree of chemical B-site order even on a local scale. Pure PSN sporadically exhibits odd-odd-odd reflections with extremely weak intensities, which confirms that CBO regions are not a characteristic feature of this single-crystal sample. The odd-odd-odd Bragg reflections are better resolved in the SAED pattern of PSN-Bi and are strongest for PSN-Ba. The narrow width of Bragg reflections with h, k, l, all odd, observed at p Ͼ p c points to long correlation lengths of coherently scattering domains. As the chemical order cannot change with pressure, the additional odd-odd-odd Bragg reflections must originate from the pressure-induced structural transformations. Three distinct processes can contribute to these diffraction peaks: ͑i͒ an out-of-phase tilting of the BO 6 octahedra which might well be observable by XRD for the given exposure times; pressure-induced odd-odd-odd XRD peaks have been also reported for PbMg 1/3 Nb 2/3 O 3 ͑Ref. 13͒ and PbZn 1/3 Nb 2/3 O 3 , 16 and assumed to arise from long-range octahedral tilting; 16 ͑ii͒ an antiparallel ordering of offcentered Pb cations, as already suggested in the case of PST; 17 and ͑iii͒ a decrease in uncoupled polar B-cation displacements as revealed by Raman spectroscopy, which would facilitate the observation of spatial regions with chemical B-site ordering. Structure-factor calculations show that the suppression of incoherent off-center displacements of B-site cations cannot give rise to the observed XRD intensity. Besides, TEM data clearly show the absence of abundant B-site long-range ordered regions. Thus, the pressureinduced diffraction peaks can result from either ferroic order of Pb displacements and/or development of coherent tilting of the BO 6 octahedral system.
Synchrotron XRD experiments performed on a ͕110͖-cut single crystal of PSN clearly shows the absence of ͑hhh͒, h = n, reflections ͑see Fig. 10͒ whereas other odd-odd-odd Bragg reflections are observed. In the complete absence of any CBO, this systematic absence would indicate the presence of glide-plane symmetry due to antiphase tilting of the octahedra. 35 Given we cannot completely exclude either the presence of low CBO in these samples or some patterns of A-cation displacements that would violate this glide symmetry, we can only state that this systematic absence strongly indicates that the ferroic distortion results in a glide-plane pseudosymmetry of the average structure ͑a possible rhombohedral structure is shown in Fig. 11͒ . It therefore suggests that a combination of antiphase octahedral tilting and locally ordered Pb displacements is a characteristic feature of the HP phase of Pb-based relaxors. The pressure-induced long-range octahedral tilt order results in more distorted PbO 12 polyhedra, which explains the strong intensity increase in the Raman peak near 350 cm −1 arising from the bond-stretching vibrations in correlated ferroic Pb-O species. The much stronger diffraction intensities of the additional odd-odd-odd peaks for PSN-Bi, as compared to pure and Ba-doped PSN, unambiguously reveal that the incorporation of three-valent cations with LPE into the host system of two-valent cations with LPE enhances the distortion to lower symmetry. Structure refinements of HP neutron powder-diffraction data and synchrotron XRD data from PST are currently in progress to determine the actual atomic configuration in Pb-based relaxors.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The relaxor-ferroelectric PSN exhibits a pressure-induced phase transition at 4.1 GPa and the high-pressure phase has glide-plane pseudosymmetry consistent with antiphase octahedral tilts and antiparallel Pb displacements. A moderate level of A-site doping with Ba ͑Ba/ Pb+ Ba= 0.07͒ and Bi ͑Bi/ Pb+ Bi= 0.02͒ slightly decreases the critical pressure. However, the change in the critical pressure does not correlate with the degree of doping, revealing the complex effect of the two dopants on the atomic arrangements in Pb-based perovskite type relaxors, due to the difference between the electronic structures of Ba and Bi. The replacement of Pb 2+ in the A sites by isovalent cations ͑Ba 2+ ͒ having a larger ionic radius and no stereochemically active lone-pair electrons smears the pressure-induced phase transition due to the introduction of local elastic fields in the structure. By contrast, the replacement of Pb 2+ in the A sites by aliovalent cations ͑Bi 3+ ͒ having nearly the same ionic radius and active lone-pair electrons enlarges the fraction of spatial regions 11 . ͑Color͒ Schematic view of the high-pressure structure of Pb-based perovskite-type relaxors in the case of complete chemical B-site disorder. The BO 6 octahedra are given in blue. The twostep glide-plane symmetry transformation is representatively shown for octahedron ¬: reflection on the glide plane yields the intermediate octahedron − ͑dashed lines͒, which is subsequently translated by the glide vector to octahedron ®. The Pb atoms are shown by green ellipsoids; the ellipsoidal elongation represents the anisotropy in the atomic displacement parameters ͑Ref. 29͒. The yellow line represents the unit cell. The octahedral tilt configuration is the same in the case of chemical B-site ordering but strictly speaking, the glide-plane symmetry is violated and should be considered as pseudosymmetry. The figure was prepared using the VESTA software package ͑Ref. 36͒.
with a pressure-induced ferroic distortion, resulting in a more pronounced phase transition of the average structure. The distinctive effect of the two types of A-site dopants on the structural changes under pressure is totally consistent with the corresponding effect on the temperature-driven structural transformations in Pb-based relaxors. 21 Apparently, the local electric fields associated with Bi 3+ incorporated on the A site induces additional nucleation of noncubic structural species involving cation shifts. At the same time, the preserved lonepair order and absence of strong local elastic fields favors long-range ferroic order, thus enhancing the overall ferroicity on pressure increase as well as on temperature decrease. However, cooling favors polar cation shifts whereas pressure seems to favor significant octahedral tilting. The results cannot unambiguously reveal if the high-pressure ferroic state of Pb-based relaxors is polar, as the low-temperature state, or nonpolar.
